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Wild South
Farewells

w

Across the miles

e all have some place that has meaning to us, even though that
meaning might be hard to explain to anyone else. In my case
there’s a seep that comes out of the old red rocks of a thorny
tumble-down ravine in Africa. It has no name on any of the maps. Few people go
there apart from the occasional goat herd or hunter trying his luck off the beaten
path. It is, as they say, completely worthless.
There, for the first time, I heard a lion roar in the night. We saw him the next
day, moving rightly as though the country all around was his own. There we found
a tiny steenbuck ram that had never seen a man before. It was there that the flock
of quelea came in a thundering swirl of wings to drink, and where the big cobra
stood up in the dry yellow grass to look at me. I was happy in that place, searching
for something I can’t even put a name to. I’ll probably never see it again.
They say that when you love someone you keep track in your mind of where
they are, and often think about what they might be doing at that moment. For my
part that’s true. So when the sun sets my thoughts often drift beyond the redding
gold, to a place where that same sun is about to rise over an ocean of thorn.
As the new day breaks I know the grey bush doves will begin their insistent
throb by the little water that has no name.

Aconcagua
and I were putting a lot into our home, working every spare
minute on the house and garden. It took months and every
weekend we finished exhausted, but it brought us together
and helped us focus on the future rather than the past. Then something strange
happened. For the first time I felt a pang when I walked out the gate to begin a
long journey. A few days later I stood in the library of an old estancia, surrounded
by books. On the faded wall a clock ticked loudly, the only sound in the big house.
It was my temporary room.
I regarded the old Sako fondly in its scratched and dented case, noticing
the broken handle I’d replaced with fencing wire inside a length of garden
hose. The thousands of rounds that had been through it were almost all used
in hunting, not at the range. It had been rained on, snowed under, dropped in
a river. Once, in a swamp, it went into soupy mud with its owner, right to the
muzzle. Even worse, it had survived baggage handlers across four continents
and would still shoot better than I can. It was beaten up and had done too many
miles, but still worked.
Back in a nearby town I waited for the truck that would take me out. A few
hours before, in the shantytown streets of the nearby villas miseria, I had walked
into a gang of youths. Their blunt shout of ‘estas sola?’ — are you travelling
alone? — wasn’t the question you want to hear in such a place. It didn’t amount
to anything though and they let me be. It might have just been a warning.
Soon after I saw a toddler of about three, naked from the waist down, idly
hammering away with a piece of broken concrete at something in the gutter. It
turned out to be the head of a dog that had been run over. Realising this felt like
a cold free-fall, like having a trapdoor open under your feet. I never did get used
to seeing what the Third World does every day.
On the way home I stared out the window of the plane and thought about all
that. The date on the inflight magazine reminded me that today marked aphelion,
the point where earth is farthest from the sun in its lopsided orbit. I felt a long way
from our simple little house and the gardens we’d planted.
Memories from the early days came flooding back: rising long before the
dawn from sheer excitement; slowly saving for a new rod or rifle, or dreaming
up another trip; a blur of faces, bush, campfires, animals, birds and fish; good
people, and some no hopers too. It was a shock to realise that somewhere in all
that twenty years had passed by.
I slept uneasily in the tiny seat, and woke with a nagging throb below my
right knee. Later in a toilet on the bigger plane I took off my jeans to find the
area red and infected, with a small stub protruding from the centre. I had no
tweezers so carefully used the earpiece hinge of my fishing glasses to extract the
thorn. It was astonishing, almost as big as a match stick, clear as glass, sharp

